Simultaneous mass quantification of nanoparticles of different composition in a mixture by microdroplet generator-ICPTOFMS.
This work investigated the potential of a high temporal resolution inductively coupled plasma time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ICPTOFMS) in combination with a microdroplet generator (MDG) for simultaneous mass quantification of different nanoparticles (NPs) in a mixture. For this purpose, a test system containing certified Au NPs, well characterized Ag NPs, and core-shell NPs composed of an Au core and an Ag shell was employed. Thanks to the full spectra coverage and rapid simultaneous detection of the TOFMS, the element composition of individual particles can be determined. The pure Ag NPs and the core-shell NPs could be differentiated despite the same mass of Ag they contain. Calibration with monodisperse droplets consisting of standard solutions allowed for the mass quantification of NPs without the use of NP certified materials. On the basis of this mass quantification, the sizes of NPs originating from the same aqueous suspension were simultaneously determined with an accuracy of 7-12%. The size-equivalent limits of detection estimated with the 3*σ criterion were 13 nm for Au and 16 nm for Ag. Estimation of the LODs using Poisson statistics resulted in 19 and 27 nm, respectively. In addition, the 30 μs temporal resolution of the ICPTOFMS allowed studying interactions of NPs with the ICP based on their transient MS signals. The results demonstrated a difference in vaporization behavior of the core-shell NPs and solutions and indicated that vaporization of the Ag shell takes place prior to the Au core.